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In the field of forestry, Buxtons has a reputation unrivalled and for nearly 50 years they have been
supplying various industries with premium tools. We all know that the modern world are now brining
new developments in terms of technology and equipment, but there are three things that are
important for the arborist and for the tree surgeon as well, these are the speed, efficiency and
economy. With an experienced understanding regarding with this, Buxtons provide lines from lots of
respected brands and each of them bring their strengths in order to support you and your
requirements when working on a tree.

For an effective tree surgery, it is very important for your to have an array of equipment that is
required. Buxtons has also a broad range of forestry equipment; from harnesses and climbing gear,
through to power tools as well as light hand tools. In this line of work, their top priority is your safety,
safety clothing as well as boots and gloves that are all available in their store in order to help you
when it comes to your personal protection. For tree work, it is also very much important that the
gear must meets the necessary high safety standard mainly because for some important reasons.

Other than that, Buxtons broad array of climbing and fall arrest tree gear will surely excels in the
necessary standards and will only provide you the right gear that you are going to wear and use for
the right task that you are going do. They can also give you some piece of advice and information
from your selected trusted brands in order to help you in finding the right items for you to buy. Over
these years, there is no denying that some tree surgery equipment for tree climbing has changed
dramatically, and Buxtons have also watched and then kept up with these sort of developments,
ensuring that most up to date products will be always available to you.

When heights will be considered, then safety and comfort are more important considerations. For a
skilled worker such as the experienced tree surgeon and the aborist, it is not just the strength of the
ropes and the design of the harness, but it is also important to consider every small details for a
smooth and trouble free operation. With this, the right type of fittings as well as accessories such as
the shackles, rigger plates, pulleys and winches are all equally important in order to manage the
complexity involved. Nevertheless, Buxtons priority is to make sure that you can possibly use your
tree gear safely as well as efficiently and comfortably.
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